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ABSTRACT -Several manipulations have been made in images due to high powerful tool evolvement. A copy and 
move forgery may occur in images where they cannot be easily. The image are get analyzed particularly for the 
region where the image get forged. The region of the image get copy and paste will be known with the proposed 
Gaussian RBF kernel PCA.   The dimensionality of the feature vector representation gets high key points for the 
image matching. The proposed method detects the image feature with blurring, noise contaminated and the 
compression will be eradicated. Easiest identification of the image forgery with the editing technology or morphing 
can be made with computational efficiency. The result of this study are intended to aids in the development of 
training programs that will prevent security failures while determining whether an images is bona fide or altered. It 
utilizes the combination of three blocks’ structures for learning. By outputting the probability of each bona fide or 
morphed face patches, the whole face features are integrated for recognition. Experimental results and analysis show 
this method can significantly improve the detection accuracy of face morphing attacks. Compared with the existing 
methods, this method has the characteristics of high computational efficiency and strong robustness. It has great 
application potential in enhancing the security of the face recognition system. 
 
Index Terms-Biometrics, Morphing Attack Detection, Face Recognition, Human expert, ID Examination, Facial 
Comparison. 

I.INTRODUCTION
The ambition behind the image content forgery is to perform manipulations in a way, making them hard to 
reveal through the naked eye, and use these forensics, has emerged which finds the evidence of forgeries in 
digital images. As an important biometric technology, face recognition has been widely used for banks, hotels, 
transportation, and other areas for identity verification. After the human’s face was chosen by International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) as a biometric feature in electronic machine-readable travel documents 
(eMRTD) for assisting identity verification, face recognition technology was gradually applied to Automatic 
Border Control (ABC) system. Recently, a variety of attacks against face recognition systems appeared, among 
which face morphing attack posed a serious threat to the security of the existing face recognition systems 
(FRS).Face morphs include splicing morphs, complete morphs, and combined morphs. Generally, a morphed 
face image is generated by two subjects. Complete morphs are a result of warping and blending the entire 
image. Splicing morphs use the convex hull representing a face and it is cut from the input images. Combined 
morphs use Poisson image editing to hide face and background. Then warp and blend operations are performed. 
For splicing morphs and combined morphs, the morphed image looks realistic because it is performed only in 
the face areas of two subjects, while for the complete morphs, the morphing operation is performed on the entire 
face, which usually leads to spurious shadows and tremendous visual inconsistencies in the hair region; 
therefore     complete     morphs     are     not creations for malicious purposes. In recent years, an exciting field, 
digital image appropriate for the morphing attack. Ferrara et al. showed the feasibility of face morphing attacks. 
A criminal and an accomplice generate a morphed face image, and it is visually similar to the face images of 
criminal and accomplice, and it has both biological characteristics. The Morphing face detection has gained a 
surge of interest among the biometric and vision communities. Facial images morphing attacks have posed a 
serious threat to the functionality of face recognition systems, especially those adopted at borders. Using a 
morphed image, a criminal can share a passport with his/her innocent accomplice to evade identification and 
detection. To detect morphed face images, a novel method based on face patch- level features and lightweight 
networks is proposed in this paper. This method aims to make full use of the existing dataset and extract 
features by using lightweight convolution network. The main contributions are summarized as follows. A face 
patch- level feature learning approach is proposed and a two-level classification model is adopted. The use of 
patch-level features can expand the dataset and facilitate the extraction of identification information. The first-
level classification uses the lightweight network to output the probability value of the face patch, and the second 
level of classification integrates the patch features of the whole face for discrimination. The two- level 
classification helps to improve the detection performance.
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III. LITERATURE SURVEY 
A systematic review was carried out using the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analysis (PRISMA) process. This systematic review is organized to cover the study’s breadth under 
consideration by categorizing and evaluating existing publications. The first step is to define the research 
questions so that the coverage rate of current works is accurately described. There should be some perspectives 
that can help researchers generate new ideas by analyzing similar results. lists the research questions used in SR 
Research aims to review the published work. The purpose of research is to list all possible attacks on face 
Presentation of the available datasets explored in FPAD is addressed with research. A few prominent 
 FPAD methods are to be studied in research. The limitations and challenges of existing prominent methods 
have to be listed in research. Future work and progress directions are expected to be chalked out in research. 
The first step in conducting SR is to identify information sources.Related manuscripts were found using the 
most popular Scopus and Web of Science. The next step is to develop procedures for reviewing the technical 
and scientific articles that these searches produced to identify relevant papers. The proposed approach is divided 
into two phases. The first phase uses Boolean operators AND/OR to identify search terms from research 
questions and prepare a list of keywords. The second phase uses Boolean operators AND/OR to select queries 
to search for and collect all relevant data gives the list of fundamental, Primary & Secondary Keywords.
 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 
In the proposed secure scan design, the test authorization code is used to manage scan operation. Normal 
scanning operation can only be enabled by entering the correct test authorization code. Due to the different 
texture features between the morphed face image and the bona fide face image, some image descriptors, such as 
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [8], Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF) [9], and Histogram of Oriented 
Gradient (HOG) [10], have been successively used for face morphing attack detection. In [11], the authors 
proposed to identify the authenticity of the face image using BSIF and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 
Scherhag et al.proposed a multialgorithm fusion approach to detect morphing attacks using LBP, BSIF, HOG, 
and other features [12]. Then, a morphed face detection scheme based on hybrid color features was put forward 
in [13]. A novel algorithm is presented to detect the morphed images by leveraging the collaborative
 representation of microtexture features and deriving the information from different color spaces 
[14]. In [15], the authors designed a morph attack detection algorithm that leveraged an undecimated 2D 
Discrete Wavelet Transform (2D-DWT) for identifying morphed face images. Another work [16] also 
employed 2D- DWT to highlight inconsistencies between a real and a morphed image. In 
    a texture difference-based method was the morphed face detection using facial landmarks. The     current 
texture difference-based methods were all tested by a single image dataset, and they have poor adaptability. 
 

ALGORITHM 
The morphing algorithm in feature-based metamorphosis While cross-dissolving is simple, image warping is 
accomplished by giving control to the user. An user specifies the corresponding features on the source and 
destination images. In this setup, one line is given for source image, and another for the destination image that 
specify the corresponding features in the source and the destination image. For e.g., for facial morphing (i.e., 
when the source and destination images are faces), one could specify a line along the forehead for the source 
and destination images. Our implementation is about 3200 lines of C code, which used many of the pieces of 
the Impressionist project [1] like bitmap handling, fltk application etc. We implemented a simple user interface 
to load source and destination images, allow user to specify control lines on them. The tool then allows the user 
to run the morphing algorithm with that input and it generates intermediate images as bmp files. One could use 
a command like convert to create a video out of these image files. The result would be a video that shows the 
morphing for the user specified images and control lines. We also enhanced the user interface to allow users to 
use the grid lines to make better decisions about the control lines. Figure 1 shows a screen shot of the UI with 
grid lines and control lines. 
 
u = (X − P).(Q − P) 
||Q − P||2 
 
1. for each pixel X in the destination image 
2. find the corresponding u and v 
3. find the X 0 in the source image for that u and v 
4. destination Image(X) = source Image(X 0) 
advantages : 
1) The system will identifies the block which are forged in the image 
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2) The extraction field are correctly known from the image 
3) The system will identify the exact block matching algorithm system. 
4) The probably biggest advantage of this technique. 
5) That it is very impressive and the animator is free to position the lines. 
he wants for the image to build the reference base lines during the morphing process, corresponding from the 
source image to the destination image  
Block diagram 
Morphing is this technique is used for the purpose of impovisation or bring about the change in the model used 
for real time. Type of Morphing. Domain (Box) Morphing. There are different approaches, but the fundamental 
meaning of morphing remains 
 
Working 
Morphing is a special effect in motion pictures and animations that Traditionally such a depiction would be 
achieved through dissolving techniques on film. During the morphing process, various artefacts are created, 
which can be detected by analysing the texture. Due to the averaging of two images, the resulting morph is 
smoothed, e.g. the skin textures will loose their sharpness. Furthermore, ghost artefacts or half- shade effects 
occur if the two morphed images are not aligned correctly and if there are too few or incorrectly positioned 
landmarks. Especially in the area of the pupils and the nostrils, these artefacts occur more frequently. Other 
artefacts detectable by texture descriptors are distorted corners and offset image areas. In several publications, 
the use of common texture descriptors, e.g. local binary patterns (LBPs) [38] or binarised statistical image 
features (BSIFs) [39], has already been demonstrated. An extension of these algorithms to several colour 
channels [13, 14] or higher dimensions [22] can 

 
 
lead to further improvements. Other texture descriptors, such as unified LBPs (ULBPs) or weighted local 
magnitude patterns (WLMPs) [16] have also been tested.The distortion and blending during the morphing 
process influence the high-frequency information of the image. These changes can be analysed by image 
forensics-based detection methods. For example, it has been shown that morphs can be detected by analysing 
photo response non-uniformity (PRNU) or sensor pattern noise (SPN) [28]. Moreover, the quality of the images 
is reduced by editing and saving them in the morphing process. Under the assumption that the quality of 
morphed images is always lower than those of bona fide images, image quality can be used for morph detection. 
This can be done by either analysing intentional degradation of the image in question [23] or by using several 
quality features in combination with a classifier. Under the assumption that the images are stored in a lossy 
compression format. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this project, we focused on finding the ways through which we can assure the detection of copy-move 
forgery in digital images. The dimension of the feature length with the block extracted changes with the features 
identified makes a variance keeps 
good identification of the forgery image Furthermore, this technique does not require any prior information 
embedded into the image and works in the absence of digital signature or digital watermark.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT Image morphing is important because it creates an accurate approximation of 
different images and animation that may be expensive with other methods. Through image morphing, we 
are able to view gradual changes that occur in our environment. Morphing is an effect which sees one shapes or 
object transform into another in a seamless transition. There are different approaches, but the fundamental 
meaning of morphing remains the same. 
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